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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
When using an electrical appliance, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including 
the following.

Read all instructions before using this sewing machine.

DANGER – To reduce the risk of electric shock:

1. Do not allow to be used as a toy. Close attention is necessary when this sewing machine is used 
by or near children.

2. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced 
physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been 
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand 
the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance 
shall not be made by children without supervision.

3. Use this sewing machine only for its intended use as described in this manual. Use only attach-
ments recommended by the manufacturer as contained in this manual.

4. Never operate this sewing machine if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working properly, 
if it has been dropped or damaged, or dropped into water. Return the sewing machine to the 
nearest authorized dealer or service center for examination,repair, electrical or mechanical 
adjustment.

5. Never operate the sewing machine with any air openings blocked. Keep ventilation openings of 
the sewing machine and foot control free from the accumulation of lint, dust, and loose cloth.

6. Never drop or insert any object into any opening.

7. Do not use outdoors.

8. Do not operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being admin-
istered.

9. To disconnect, turn switch to the off (”O”) position, then remove plug from outlet.

10. Do not unplug by pulling on cord. To unplug, grasp the plug, not the cord.

11. Keep fingers away from all moving parts. Special care is required around the sewing machine 
needle.

12. Never sew with a damaged needle plate as this can cause needle to break.

13. Do not use bent needles.

14. Do not pull or push fabric while stitching. It may deflect the needle causing it to break.

15. Switch the sewing machine off ("0") when making any adjustments in the needle area, such as 
threading needle, changing needle, threading bobbin, or changing presser foot, etc.

16. Always unplug sewing machine from the electrical outlet when removing covers, lubricating, or 
when making any other user servicing adjustments mentioned in the instruction manual.

17. Attention the following to avoid injury:
 · Switch off or unplug the appliance when leaving it unattended;
 · Unplug the appliance before carrying out maintenance.
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CAUTION:  Moving parts-To reduce risk of injury, switch off before servicing. Close cover before 
operating machine.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

This appliance complies with EMC Directive 2014/30/EU covering the electromagnetic compatibility.

  Please note that on disposal, this product must be safely recycled in accordance with 
relevant National legislation relating to electrical/ electronic products. If in doubt please 
contact your retailer for guidance.
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KNOWING YOUR SEWING MACHINE
MAIN PARTS

1. Stitch length dial
2. Pattern selector dial
3. Thread tension control dial
4. Face cover
5. Thread take up lever
6. Thread guide
7. Bobbin winder thread guide
8. Carry handle
9. Spool pins
10. Small top cover
11. Hand wheel
12. Appliance inlet
13. Power switch
14. Reverse stitch lever
15. Accessories box cover
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16. Bobbin winder stopper
17. Bobbin winder spindle
18. Thread cutter
19. Accessories box body
20. Rear cover

21. Automatic needle threader
22. Needle threader Thread Guide
23. Needle bar thread guide
24. Presser foot screw
25. Needle
26. Presser foot
27. Needle plate
28. Feed dogs
29. Presser foot holder
30. Needle clamp screw
31. Press foot lifter
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ACCESSORIES

1. Bobbins (3pcs)

2.  Needle box (needles 3 pcs and  
twin needle 1 pcs)

3. Multi-function screwdriver

4. Seam guide

5. Ripper / Brush

6. Buttonhole foot

7. Guide presser foot

8. Zipper foot

9. Button fitting foot

SETTING UP YOUR MACHINE

Be sure to wipe off any surplus oil from needle 
plate area before using your machine the first 
time.

POWER LINE CORD / FOOT CONTROL

Make sure that the sewing machine is turned 
off (the power switch is set to “O”), and then 
connect the plug of the power line and into the 
appliance inlet and your wall outlet.

Sewing speed can be varied the foot control. 
The harder you press on the control, the faster 
machine runs.

POWER/LIGHT SWITCH

Your machine will not operate until the power/
light switch is turned on. The same switch 
controls both the power and the light. 
When servicing the machine, or changing nee-
dles, etc., machine must be disconnected from 
the power supply.
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The foot that comes on your sewing machine 
is called zigzag foot and will be used for the 
majority of your sewing.

NOTE: When foot control is disconnected, the 
machine will not operate.

NOTE: Always disconnect the machine from 
power supply by removing the plug from the 
wall-outlet.
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CONVERTING TO FREE-ARM SEWING

Your machine can be used either as a flat-bed or 
as a free-arm model.

With the extension table in position, it provides 
a large working surface as a standard flat-bed 
model. To remove the extension table, hold it 
firmly with both hands and pull it off to the left 
as shown. To replace, slide the extension table 
back into place until it clicks.

With the extension table removed the machine converts into a slim free-arm model for sewing 
children’s clothes, cuffs, trouser legs, and other hard-to-reach places. 

PRESSER FOOT LIFTER

There are three positions for your presser foot.

1. Lower the presser foot to sew.

2. Raise the lifter to the middle position to 
insert or remove fabric.

3. Lift it to its highest position to change the 
presser foot or to remove thick fabric.

REVERSE SEWING LEVER

As long as you are pressing down this button 
while sewing, the machine will feed the fabric 
backwards.

DROPPING THE FEED DOGS

1. For dropping the feed dogs, press down 
lever and move it to the direction of arrow 
as illustrated.

2. To raise the feed dogs, press down the lever 
and move it to the direction or arrow as 
illustrated.

Feed dogs must always be up for normal 
sewing.

2

1
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SEAM GUIDE LINE

The numbers on the needle plate indicate the 
distance between the center needle position 
and the indicating line.

The numbers in the front indicate in Millime-
ters. The numbers in the back indicate in inches.

SETTING SPOOL PINS

The spool pins are used for holding the spool of 
thread in order to feed thread to the machine. 
To use, pull up the spool pin. Push down for 
storage.

WINDING THE BOBBIN

1. Place a spool of thread on the left spool pin. 
Pull the thread out from the spool and place 
it through thread guide as shown in illustra-
tion. Put end of thread through the hole in 
bobbin as shown.

2. Push the bobbin wider shaft to far left 
position, if it is not already there. Place 
bobbin onto the bobbin wider shaft with 
end of thread coming from top of bobbin. 
Push bobbin winder shaft to the right until it 
clicks. Hold onto end of thread.

3. Start machine. Bobbin will automatically 
stop turning when completely filled. Push 
shaft to the left to remove bobbin and cut 
thread.

2

1

3
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REMOVING OR REPLACE THE BOBBIN CASE

1. Refer to page 9 to remove the Extension table, raise the needle by 
turning the hand wheel toward you, then open the shuttle cover.

2. Take out bobbin case holding the latch (Fig 2).

3. When installing the bobbin case, the pin on the case should fit into 
the gap of the shuttle race.

THREADING THE BOBBIN CASE

1. Install the bobbin into bobbin case. Make sure the thread unwinds in 
the direction of arrow.

2. Pull the thread into the groove in the bobbin case slot.

3. Now pull the thread under the tension spring and into the delivery eye.

1

2

3 Stift1

2

3 Stift1

2

3 Gap

Note: Leave about 10 cm (4 inches) of the thread hanging out of the 
bobbin case. When you pull the thread, the bobbin should spin clock-
wise.

1 2 31 2 31 2 3

Note: Be sure to disconnect the power supply before operating the 
machine.
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ATTACHING THE SEAM GUIDE(OPTIONAL)

Attach the seam guide in the slot as illustrated. Adjust according to need 
for hems pleats etc.

CHANGING THE PRESSER FOOT

1. Turn the hand wheel toward you to raise the needle to its highest position. Raise the presser 
foot.

2. Press the lever on the back of the presser foot holder. The presser foot will drop off.

3. Place the presser foot so the pin on the foot lies just under the groove of the holder. Lower the 
presser foot holder to lock the foot in place.

1 2 31 2 31 2 3
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THREADING THE MACHINE

Raise take-up lever to its highest position by 
turning hand wheel toward you. Raise presser 
foot. Place spool on spool pin as shown, with 
thread coming from the back of the spool.

1. Draw thread into thread guide using both 
hands.

2. Draw thread down into the tension area and 
around the check spring holder.

3. Firmly draw thread up and through take-up 
lever from right to left.

4. Then draw thread down and slip it into the 
lower thread guide.

5. Do not block the thread into double needle 
spring.

6. Draw thread down and slip it into needle bar 
thread guide.

7. Thread needle eye from front to back.

HOW TO THREAD THE DOUBLE NEEDLE

1. Thread the left needle according to the way 
of threading single needle from step one to 
step five, then fix the thread into the double 
needle spring as point 5 in the right picture. 
Draw thread down and slip it into needle bar 
thread guide 6. Finally thread into the left 
needle eye from front to back.

2. Thread the right needle according to the 
way of threading single needle from step 
one to step nine.

Note: Cut the thread end with sharp scissors 
for easier needle threading.

Note: Be sure to thread the left needle thread 
firstly then thread the right needle thread. Put 
the thread spool on the spool pin, make sure 
that the left thread will run anti-clockwise, the 
right thread will run clockwise.
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USING AUTOMATIC NEEDLE THREADER

Raise the needle to its highest position by rotat-
ing the hand wheel towards you.

1. Hook thread to thread guide as illustrated.

2. Pull down lever while holding the end of 
thread.

3. Rotate the lever to the rear of the machine.

4. Guide thread into hooked end and pull the 
thread upward.

5. Return the lever and needle will be threaded 
automatically.

6. Release the lever and pull thread away from 
you.

Note: For smooth threading it is recommend-
ed you select straight stitching when using 
the needle threader.

Note: Automatic needle threader is only appli-
cable for zigzag presser foot.  
Automatic needle threader cannot be used for 
double needle.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Note: In order to obtain better zigzag stitches, 
the top thread tension should be slightly 
weaker than the bobbin thread tension. That 
means, the top thread should appear slightly 
on the reverse side of the fabric, but the 
bobbin thread cannot appear on the top side 
of the fabric.

DRAWING UP BOBBIN THREAD

1. Raise the presser foot and hold the needle thread lightly with you left hand.

2. Turn the hand wheel slowly towards you with your right hand until the needle goes down and 
continue turning the hand wheel until the take-up lever is at its highest position. 
Lightly draw up the needle thread forming a loop of the bobbin thread.

3. Pull 15 cm (6 inches) of both thread back and under the presser foot.

BALANCING TOP THREAD TENSION

The top thread and the bobbin thread should 
interlock in the center of two layers of fabric in 
straight seams.

Set the desired number of the thread tension 
dial at setting mark.  
Normal position = 4

Tighten the needle thread tension by moving 
the dial to a higher number.

Loosen the needle thread tension by moving 
the dial to a lower number.

1

2
3
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NEEDLE, THREAD AND FABRIC CHART

Your fabric will determine the choice of a needle and thread. The following table is a practical 
guide to needle and thread selection.  
Always refer to it before a new sewing project. And be sure to use the same size and type of thread 
in the bobbin as in the top thread supply.

CHANGING THE NEEDLE

1. Raise the needle by turning hand wheel 
toward you and lower the presser foot.

2. Rotate the needle clamp screw toward you 
(counter-clockwise) to loosen the needle.

3. Remove the needle from the clamp.

4. Insert the new needle into the needle clamp 
with the flat side away from you.

5. When inserting the needle into the clamp, 
push it up as far as it will go.

6. Tighten the clamp screw clockwise firmly 
with the screwdriver.

Check you needles frequently for barbed or 
blunted points. Snags and runs in knits, fine 
silks and silk- like fabrics are permanent and are 
almost always caused by damaged needle.

Note: Tighten snugly, but do not over tighten.

Helpful Hint: Placing a scrap of fabric under 
the presser foot and lowering the presser foot 
makes it easier to change the needle and will 
preclude dropping the needle into the needle 
plate slot.

Kind Fabric Threads Needle size

Light Weight Crepe de chine, Voile Lawn, 
Organdy, Georgette, Tricot

Fine Silk, Fine Cotton, Fine 
Synthetic, Fine Cotton 
Covered Polyester

130/705H 
60 – 80

Medium Weight Linens, Cotton, Pique, Serge, 
Double knits, Percale

50 Silk, 50~80 Cotton, 
50~60 Synthetic, 50~60 
Cotton Covered Polyester

130/705H 
80 – 90

Heavy Weight Denim, Tweed, Gabardine, 
Coating, Drapery and Up-
holstery Fabric

50 Silk, 40~50 Cotton, 
40~50 Synthetic, 40~50 
Cotton Covered Polyester.

130/705H 
90 – 100

Always disconnect the machine from 
power supply by removing the plug 
from the wall-outlet.

1

6542 3
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PATTERN SELECTOR DIAL

Raise the needle above the fabric and select the desired pattern at the setting mark by turning the 
pattern selector dial.

SELECTING STRETCH STITCH PATTERNS

When sewing stretch, set the stitch length dial at “SS”. When forward and reverse feeds become 
unbalanced depending upon the type of fabric, correct the hand as follows.

When patterns are compressed, correct it by turning the dial toward “+”.

When patterns are drawn out, correct it by turning the dial toward”-”.

STITCH LENGTH DIAL

The higher the number, the longer the stitch length. You can select the suitable stitch length for 
most fabric. 

K
L

4

3

AB

C
D

E

G H I J

F

1

2

I J K LH

1 2

4 3

A B C D E F G
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USEFUL SEWING TIPS
Various ways to achieve better sewing results 
are described below. Refer to these tips when 
sewing.

TRIAL SEWING

Use different stitch width and length for trial 
sewing. When you have finished, select the 
best looking stitch width and length for correct 
sewing.

For the trial sewing, use a piece of fabric and 
thread that are the same as those used for 
your project, and check the thread tension and 
stitch length and width. Since the results differ 
depending on the type of stitching and the 
number of fabric layers sewn, perform the trial 
sewing under the same conditions that will be 
used with your project.

CHANGING THE SEWING DIRECTION

Stop the machine and turn the hand wheel 
toward you to bring the needle down into the 
fabric. Raise the presser foot. Pivot the fabric 
around the needle to change sewing direction 
as desired. Lower the presser foot and continue 
sewing.

SEWING CURVES

1) Stop sewing, and then slightly change the 
sewing direction to sew around the curve.

2) When sewing along a curve while using a 
zigzag stitch, select a shorter length in order to 
obtain a finer stitch.

SEWING THICK FABRICS

If the fabric does not fit under the presser 
foot 
Raise the presser foot even higher to bring the 
presser foot to its highest position. Then feed 
the fabric under the presser foot. (See page 9 to 
Raise the presser foot.)

SEWING ELASTIC FABRIC OR THE FAB-
RIC THAT IS EASY TO CAUSE SKIPPING 
STITCHES

Use round head needle and bigger stitch 
length. If necessary, add one layer of lining 
cloth under the fabric for better sewing.

SEWING THIN FABRIC OR SILK

When sewing thin fabric or silk, the stitch may 
depart from correct direction or cannot feed 
the fabric correctly. If so, add one layer of lining 
cloth under the fabric for better sewing.

SEWING STRETCH FABRICS

First, baste the piece of fabric together, and 
then sew without stretching the fabric. 
 

FREE ARM SEWING

When sewing tube fabric or the part cannot 
reach, use the free arm sewing function (For 
detail, refer to page 9).
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STRAIGHT STITCH

Wählen Sie die Position Ihrer Nadel:

Pos. A: in der Mitte

Pos. B: links (wenn der Stoff entlang der rechten Kante des Füßchens geführt wird, entsteht eine 
Nahtbreite von 1 cm)

Raise the presser foot and position the fabric 
next to a stitching guide line on the needle 
plate. Lower the needle into the fabric. Lower 
the presser foot and smooth the thread towards 
the back. Depress the foot control. Gently guide 
the fabric along the guide line letting the fabric 
feed by itself.

For fastening the ends of seams, press the 
reverse stitch button and sew several reverse 
stitches. Raise the presser foot and remove the 
fabric, drawing the threads to back.

Schneiden Sie die Fäden am Fadenschneider 
ab (Seite 7 Punkt 19), um die nächste Naht zu 
beginnen.

A

B

2 ~ 6

1 .5 ~ 4
Machine Setting

1
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ZIGZAG STITCH

Simple zigzag stitching is widely used for over-
castting, sewing on buttons etc.

OVERLOCK STITCH

This type of stitch is used on the seam allow-
ance to prevent fabrics from fraying at raw 
edges.

OVEREDGE STITCH

Overedge stitch will be done most successfully 
when the right side stitches of zigzag fall slight-
ly off the edge of the fabric.

C 2 ~ 5

0 .5 ~ 4
Machine Setting

C 1 ~ 4

1 ~ 2
Machine Setting

E 1 ~ 4

S S
Machine Setting
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TRICOT STITCH

Place the fabric under the presser foot so that 
the edge will be slightly inside the right hand 
side of the presser foot. 
Guide the work so the right hand stitches fall at 
the edge of the fabric.

TRIPLE STRENGTH STITCH

The stitch is sewn with two stitches forward and 
one stitch backward forming a seam that does 
not rip easily. 
Garments should be basted for fitting before 
seaming.

D 1 ~ 4

0 .5 ~ 1 .5
Machine Setting

A B
2 ~ 6

Machine Setting

S S

Jersey Stitch?
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SEWING BUTTONS

Note:

1. Drop the feed dog (Refer to page 9) . After 
you finish sewing, set the drop feed lever 
to the original position.

2. You do not have to adjust the stitch length 
dial ("O").

Position your fabric and button under the presser foot. Lower presser foot. Turn the handwheel 
to make sure needle clears both left and right openings of button. Adjust width if required. Sew 
10 stitches across. 
When attaching four-hole buttons, first sew the two holes closest to you. Then, slide the button so 
that the needle goes into the two holes toward the rear of the sewing machine, and then sew them 
in the same way.

To secure thread, cut the upper thread with 
25 cm of excess, wind it around the thread 
between the button and the fabric, and then 
tie it tightly.

C ~ B

1

2

3

1 ~ 3

Machine Setting

Drop the feed dog
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BUTTONHOLE STITCH

1 ~ 5

0 .5 ~ 1
Machine Setting

A

F G

Replace the buttonhole foot.

Before you sew the actual buttonholes 
on the actual garment, make several 
practice buttonholes on a fabric 
sample. 
Use interfacing on stretch fabrics.

A.  Select , draw both thread to the left under the foot.  
Insert the garment under the foot.

B.  Lower the needle at the starting point.  
Then lower buttonhole foot. Sew the needed 
length on the left side of buttonhole ant stop 
the machine.

C.  Raise the needle to its highest position by 
turning the hand wheel, then select  and 
sew 6 – 8 of the bartack stitches.

D.  Raise the needle to its highest position and 
select , sew the right side of buttonhole 
the same length as the left side and stop the 
machine.

E.  Raise the needle and select . Sew 6 – 8 of the 
bartack stitches.

F.  Raise the presser foot and draw out the 
fabric, cut both top thread and bobbin thread 
leaving about 10 cm of thread ends, and tie it 
on the wrong side of the fabric.

G.  Cut open the buttonhole with seam ripper.

B C D E
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BUTTONHOLE STITCH

Slightly reduce the upper tension to produce 
better results.

Use backing material for fine or stretchy mate-
rials.

We recommend placing a pin across the end of 
the buttonhole as a precaution against cutting 
the stitches with the seam ripper.

It is advisable to use gimp cord for stretch or 
knit fabrics. The zigzag should sew over the 
gimp.

The lines on the buttonhole foot can be used 
guides when sewing multiple buttonholes.

1. Lift the presser foot, pull the gimp cord and 
come round the protruding point on back of 
the buttonhole foot.

2. Pull the gimp cord under the foot to the 
front.

3. Fix the gimp cord to the protruding point on 
front of foot.

4. Turn the needle down to the starting posi-
tion on fabric, put down the presser foot.

5. Sew the buttonhole according to page 23.

6. Pull the gimp cord straightly.

7. Cut the gimp cord.

ZIPPER APPLICATION

Attach the zipper foot. When sewing the right 
side of the zipper, attach the zipper foot as 
the illustration in right. When sewing the left 
side of the zipper, attach the zipper foot as the 
illustration in right.

Helpful hint: During zipper inserting, ensure 
that the needle do not touch the zipper. 
Otherwise it will cause needle break or even 
injury.

A 3 ~ 6

2
Machine Setting

Sew the right side
of the zipper.

Sew the left side
of the zipper.

Nähen der rechten 
Seite des Zippers

Nähen der linken
Seite des Zippers
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BLIND STITCH

Fold up the fabric as illustrated. Lower the 
presser foot, then loosen the foot holder screw 
to place the hem guide between the screw and 
the shank of foot holder. Tighten the screw 
making sure the wall of hem guide is placed in 
the middle of the toes of the presser foot.

Raise the presser foot and place the fabric 
under the foot so that the soft fold rests against 
the wall of hem guide. Lower the foot, then 
stitch slowly for better for better control so that 
the zigzag stitches fall on the hen allowance 
and pierce the soft fold. While sewing, make 
sure the soft fold runs along the wall of hem 
guide.

Spread the fabric flat with the right side facing 
up.

1 ~ 4E

F

0 .5 ~ 1
Machine Setting

0. 4~0. 7cm
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SHELL TUCK STITCH

Place the folded edge along the slot of foot. the 
needle should fall off the edge of the fabric on 
the right forming a tuck.

DECORATIVE STITCHING

STRETCH STITCHES

When forward and reverse feeds become 
unbalance depending upon the type of fabric, 
correct the balance by turning the stitch length 
dial as follows:

When patterns are compressed, correct it by 
turning the dial toward “+”.

When patterns are draw out, correct it by turn-
ing the dial toward “-”.

H 3 ~ 9

2 ~ 3
Machine Setting

Machine Setting

1 ~ 4

A B C D E F

G H J K LI

S S
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DECORATIVE SATIN STITCH

Sew a row of stitches and adjust the thread 
tension so the upper thread should appear on 
the reverse side of the fabric.

Test the stitch on actual fabric for the best 
results.

SMOCKING

With the stitch length “4", sew straight stitching; 
lines 3/8 apart across the area to be smocked. 

Knot the threads along one edge, pull the 
bobbin threads and distribute the gathers 
evenly. Secure the thread at the other end. Sew 
the decorative stitch between the gathering 
stitches. Pull out the gathering stitches.

K 1 ~ 4

L

0 .5 ~ 1
Machine Setting

Note: Loosen the top thread tension to make 
gathering easier.

Machine Setting

D 1 ~ 4

S S

Wrong side of fabric

10 mm
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BOX STITCH

Use this stitch to join heavy weight interlining. 
Overlap two raw edges together and use this 
stitch to join them.

FREE SEAM

Sie können nach eigenen Wünschen Dekor- 
Linien nähen (evtl. vorher mit einem Markier-
stift vorzeichnen) oder sogar Risse (vorher mit 
Vlieseline unterbügeln) reparieren. Dazu in 
schmalen, parallelen Linien vertikal und hori-
zontal über den Riss nähen.

1. Drop the feed dog (refer to page 9). After 
you finish sewing, set the drop feed lever to 
the original position.

2. Remove the presser foot and presser foot 
holder. After you finish sewing, attach the 
presser foot and presser foot holder.

Machine Setting

I 1 ~ 4

1 ~ 2

Machine Setting

2 ~ 6A

1 .5 ~ 4

Drop the feed dog
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CARE OF YOUR MACHINE

DISMANTLING AND ASSEMBLING 
SHUTTLE RACE

To dismantle the shuttle race and oil the shuttle 
race. Raise the needle to its highest position 
and open the shuttle cover.

1. Open the hinged latch of the bobbin case 
and take it out of the machine.

2. Open the shuttle race cover holders.

3. Remove the shuttle race cover.

4. Remove the shuttle.

5. Clean the shuttle race with a brush and soft 
dry cloth.

6. Before assembling the shuttle race, oil the 
shuttle race using a few drops of fine quality 
sewing machine oil.

Note:

1. Use oil sparingly as over oiling will cause it 
to leak onto your fabric.

2. In case the machine does not work 
smoothly due to standing idle for some 
time, apply a few drops of kerosene at the 
oiling point, and turn the machine rapidly 
for a minute.

3. When the machine is does working 4 – 8 
hours or there is abnormal noise, apply 
2 – 3 drops of sewing machine oil at the 
oiling point.

1 2 3

4 5 6

Note: Be sure to disconnect the power supply before operating the machine.
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TO ASSEMBLING THE SHUTTLE 
RACE

1. Hold the Shuttle by the center pin 
and fit it carefully back into the 
shuttle race, forming a perfect circle 
with the shuttle driver.

2. Attach the shuttle race cover 
making sure that the bottom pin fits 
into the notch.

3. Lock the shuttle race cover holders 
by turning the holders back into 
position.

4. Insert the bobbin case.

CLEANING THE FEED DOGS

Remove the needle and the presser foot.  
Remove the needle plate set screws and re-
move the needle plate.

With a brush, clean out dust and lint clogging 
on the feed dog teeth. Reset the needle plate. 
Setzen Sie die Stichplatte zurück an ihren Platz 
und drehen die beiden Schrauben wieder fest.

1 2

3 4

Note: Be sure to disconnect the power supply before operating the machine.
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OILING THE MACHINE

1. Loosen the face cover screw and remove the 
face cover to left side.

2. Oil the points shown by the arrows.

Apply a few drops of fine quality sewing machine oil to the point indicated by the arrows in the 
figures. 

For machine in constant use, oil two or three times a year.

In case the machine does not work smoothly due to standing idle for some time, apply a few drops 
of kerosene at the oiling point, and turn the machine rapidly for a minute.  
Before oiling, wipe off oiling points.

Note: Be sure to disconnect the power supply before operating the machine.

Screw

Face cover

Oil point

Oil point
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OILING THE CONNECTING ROD

1. Loosen the little top cover screw used the 
screwdriver.

2. Remove the little top cover.

Apply a few drops of fine quality sewing ma-
chine oil to the point indicated by the arrows in 
the figures.

For machine in constant use, oil two or three 
times a year.

When there is abnormal noise, apply a few 
drops of sewing machine oil at the oiling point.

Note: Be sure to disconnect the power supply before operating the machine.

Little top cover screw

Little top cover

Oil point
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Errors Causes Solution

Top thread broken Improper top threading. Threading the top thread again. 
(Refer to page 13)

Excessively tight top tension. Adjust the top tension.  
(Refer to page 15)

Blunt or bend needle. Replace the needle.  
(Refer to page 16)

Improper fixing of needle. Reinstall the needle.  
(Refer to page 16)

At start of sewing, top thread and 
bottom thread are not correctly 
fixed beneath the presser.

Proper operation.  
(Refer to page 13, 15)

The thread is unsuitable. Replace the proper thread.  
(Refer to page 16)

Bobbin thread 
broken

The bobbin thread is not correctly 
threaded into bobbin case.

Thread the bobbin thread again. 
(Refer to page 15)

Cotton flock collected on shuttle 
race.

Clean the shuttle race.  
(Refer to page 29)

The bobbin is damaged and impos-
sible to smoothly rotate.

Replace the bobbin.  
(Refer to page 11)

Needle broken Improper fixing of needle. Reinstall the needle.  
(Refer to page 16)

Blunt or bend needle. Replace the needle.  
(Refer to page 16)

The needle clamp screw is loos-
ening.

Tight the needle clamp screw.

Excessively tight top tension. Adjust the top tension.  
(Refer to page 15)

Too thin needle. Replace the proper needle.  
(Refer to page 16)
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Skipping stitches Improper fixing of needle. Reinstall the needle.  
(Refer to page 16)

Blunt or bend needle. Reinstall the needle.  
(Refer to page 16)

The needle and (or) thread is un-
suitable for the used fabric.

Replace the proper needle and 
thread. (Refer to page 16)

Improper top threading. Threading the top thread again. 
(Refer to page 13)

The needle is unsuitable. Replace the proper needle.  
(Refer to page 16)

Seam puckering Excessively tight top tension. Adjust the top tension.  
(Refer to page 15)

Improper top threading. Threading the top thread again. 
(Refer to page 13)

Excessively thick top thread for the 
used fabric.

Replace the proper thread.  
(Refer to page 16)

Unsmooth feed Feed dog is wound by thread. Clean the feed dog.  
(Refer to page 30)

Thread jams. Clean the clamping thread.

Machine not running Not surely inserting power plug. Check the power connector.  
(Refer to page 8)

Clamping thread at shuttle race. Clean the clamping thread.

Failure to replace the bobbin wind-
er shaft at original position after 
winding bobbin.

Push the bobbin winder shaft to 
original position.  
(Refer to page 10)

Thread jamming The presser foot lifter is not lower 
down when sewing.

Lower down the presser foot lifter.  
(Refer to page 9)

Improper top threading. Threading the top thread again.  
(Refer to page 13)

Improper bobbin threading. Threading the bobbin thread 
again. (Refer to page 15)



Warranty 
 Certificate

One Unit  
GLAESERhome mia 300 sewing machine

The warranty covers defects which the product 
already had at the time of purchase. 

If you detect a defect in the mia 300, you can demand 
a repair or otherwise rework from GLAESERhome.

If the seller believes that the defect has arisen after 
the purchase, he is obligated to proof so within the 
first six months after purchase. After the timeframe of 
six months, however, the burden of proof is reversed: 
Then the buyer must prove that the defect already 
existed at the time of purchase. 

The warranty card is only valid with the corresponding 
proof of purchase / receipt. Further discounts as well 
as the value added tax is expelled on the correspondin 
receipt. 

Date Signature seller

Company Stamp / Retailstore stamp

Receipt



Filiale Aalen | Benzstr. 5 | 73431 Aalen

Filiale Marktoberdorf | Kaufbeurener Str. 74 | 87616 Marktoberdorf

Filiale Mindelheim | Krumbacher Str. 38 | 87719 Mindelheim

Filiale Renningen | Weil der Städter Str. 51 | 71272 Renningen

Filiale Ulm | Blaubeurer Str. 263 | 89081 Ulm

www.glaesertextil.de

Vielfalt
Nähkurse
Stoffe

Zubehör
Heimtextilien

6–99


